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pool is very big 
challenge for Dillon

Supporters of the proposed Western Montana College indoor pool have a very challenging task ahead of them in trying to raise $384,000 in less than a year.That effort began last week with a preliminary meeting of community and college leaders. A steering committee is being formed and the actual fundraising work will begin soon.The needed money represents thepublic portion of the proposed pool. The college will be into the project for a little more than $1 million. The pool might still be feasible without the public portion of the funding, but there would be problems.Members of the community, as opposed to college students, would eventually take a back seat in use of a pool they did not help fund. Perhaps a more serious problem would be the message Dillon would send if it did not try to fund the pool.The project would not have the sort of broadbased appeal to the state and Legislature if Dillon were not solidly behind it. A pool for WMC is one thing, but a pool for WMC and Dillon is quite another.
¿ 1  a sense, Dillon would be getting a bargain for its money. The commun-
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ity’s share of the cost would be a little more than one-fourth, but the estimated use of the pool by non-college schools and the public is estimated at more than half.But, even some of Dillon’s most experienced and successful fundraisers blanch at the thought of raising $384,000. The financial effort for the hospital a few years ago ranks as one of the largest amounts of money ever rivately raised in Dillon and that was less than half the amount needed for the pool. And that money took longer to raise than what is available for this effort.So that is the challenge; to do something of a magnitude never before accomplished by this community and to do it realtively quickly.The campaign will be a real test of Dillon’s resolve to get this pool built and will require eveiy bit of human and financial resource available.The effort is going to be an arduous one, but it is by no means impossible. With a full committment from the community in general and the dedication of those directly involved in the project it can be accomplished.
—Bruce McCormack

Of tight holes and football
£ <aachance the Oil Ruirior Hotline is going to be cranking up again.

I have tried, m ost unsuccessfully, to crack the Amoco Production Company bureaucracy during the last week for some comment about progress a t their Snowline Grazing rig near Lima.
There are some indications floating around th a t they have struck oil there.But as I’ve said in the past, and will say until I die, I ’d. rather try  to get information 

out of any obscure Washington, D.C. bureaucrat than ask an oil company for information.That rig, as with most of 
their wildcat operations is classified as a “ tigh t hole.” Until I boned up on oil field drilling, I thought a tight hole was ju st that. B ut the tigh t hole doesn’t  refer to the hole, it refers to  the tight-lipped policy the company m andates on information about it.The only official information given out about tight holes is th at which is re-
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quired for certain government regulatory agencies. All other queries are m et with a polite, but hollow sounding, “ I ju st can’t  make a  statem ent now.” About the only worthwhile information Amoco’s man did 
give me was th a t I was not alone in tracking this rig. He said an Oil and Gas Journal reporter was hot and heavyer the same story.So maybe the long-awaited, 
much ballyhooed first strike of 
oil in southwest Montana is about to  occur. Or maybe it has occurred and is about to be announced. Or maybe nothing has happened and there’s

no announcement forthcoming.Stay tuned...
I  DIDN’T THINK A football strike could be averted 

this season and it looks like it 
can’t.I am m ost anxious to  watch the American public’s reaction 
to the strike. Will they hold it against the players or the owners, or both? Will they even 
care? A b it of apathy set in during the baseball strike, but I don't think th a t will happen again, football fever being what it is.W ith the national economy 
faltering, I find it a little difficult to work up much sj pathy for underpaid foot! players. On the other hand, the group of men and one woman, who make up the owners’ side of the table, control a massive industry in this country  and I ’ll not lay awake a t night worrying about their financial status.But in any event, the strike will give us all more incentive to get out and root for what football is left a t the high school and college levels.

Two-wheeled obstructions
It was a little parked on Montana

to weave through the bicycles Itreet recently. Most pedestrians
preferred to venture around the parking meter and into the street to walk down the sidewalk.

I would changé much if I could
“W hat would you change if you could alter one thing about your life and sta rt tomorrow with a clean slate?”That’s the question members were asked to address a t last week’s meeting of Dillon Todstmistress Club, and a 

very interesting question it proved to be.One homemaker said she would like to s ta rt her adult life over knowing what she knows now.Another woman said she would want to return to the womb and «grab some better 
genes for organizational ability. A young mother commented she would like to turn her husband and children in to . people who willingly help with household duties. And a professional woman said she’d like to try  a different career.For me the choice wasn’t  so clearcut. I wouldn’t  mind being granted a balanced checkbook showing a thousand dollars to the good.But it would also be nice to be given great musical ability or a natural bent for ballet, tennis—or even kickball.

tim e I can dream of being the type of person who always appears perfectly groomed and serenely self-confident. L can indulge in reveries about a sudden transformation that would make me suddenly and eternally perfect.Unfortunately, it’s harder 
to  take the smallest st
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I ’ve always wanted to become fluent in a foreign language. And I ’ve harbored hopes of someday haying someone say to  me: “Oh dear! .You’r e . getting so skinny— you’d better have another piece of chocolate cake or the 
next strong wind will blow you away!”Alt, hope th at springs eternal.

There are so many things I 
would change if I could. I can imagine how wonderful it would be to have a whole mouthful of filling-free teeth, and an immaculate record for returning library books on

towards accomplishing goals than it is to leap hundreds of miles in a dream.But, as one of the club members pointed out, you have to  dream before you can act. And a small accomplishment is better than no accomplishment.So, although we agreed that we would luce to change a t least one thing about ourselves or our lives, we also were all very grateful that we’ve managed as well as we have in spite of a tendency to make mistakes, gain weight and overdraw our checking accounts.Life isn’t  perfect, but it sure 
isn’t  bad. And tomorrow we can always sta rt a new diet and begin improving our minds.

Grave Injustice done to Durlack
To the editor:Fascism comes to Dillon. Yes, Fascism! Fascism at the community level. A s Adolph Hitler wrote, “It is thus necessary that the individual should finally come to realize that his own ego is of no importance in comparison with the existence of his nation as a whole.”In different words, each individual—his life and his property—is  to be sacrificed to the nation or the community. Dillon’s variation of fascism is its public nuisance law. Dillon’s  latest sacrificial individual is Andy Durlack. Dillon has forcibly “cleaned” Andy and his property: $2,000 bucks.Certainly, Bert Reimer and the other city administrators don’t  wear brown shirts and attend neo-Nazi rallies. As well intentioned as the city administrators are, we must 
remember that the power to do good is also the power to do harm. And harm has been done to Andy Durlack.

If the inoune publish article which the City of Dillon considered a “public nuisance,” the Tribune would scream violation of the 1st Amendment. Rightly so. The "public nuisance” law is  a catch-ail: an arbitrary and whimsical standard used to violate an individual’s  rights. Could you, your home, or your business be the next “public nuisance"?

A grave injustice has been done to Andy Durlack. The City of Dillon must repeal its ‘‘public nuisance” law. The City of Dillon m ust reimburse Andy Durlack. And the City Administrators individually owe Andy Durlack a public apology. Only then will justice be served.Randy Piper 5 Powell St.Dillon

Durlack first, ranchers next
To the editor:A member of this community has had a tremendous crime committed against him and he deserves retribution and apologies.Andy Durlack, than are Dillon residents who are willing to stand up against this sort of bureaucratic action.This public nuisance ordinance is more than a public nuisance. It’s a

direct violation of Andy Durlack is only chàrged.
inai rights, first to be

Ranchers with junk piles, beware! Our newly passed city ordinance could be visiting (and billing) you next Holly Miller 214 W est Park * Dillon

Reader asks who is really in charge of city
To the editor:In your Aug. 10 Tribune you wrote about how the Dillon city manager, Bert Reimer, wants the city .to  pass a law to license all businesses as it would tend to control “incidental merchants who come along and sell products on the 
side of the road.”Now in your Sept. 8 Tribune you talk about the building contractors paying a big license fee. Where does this have any bearing on these above businesses?The manager lays it down to you, the City Dads, that you either fish or get off the pot; and that he is going to sea that it is enforced.Well first off, before ho has any say to the building contractors, he wants to be sure that they have a complete set of plans and spedfica- jicns drawn up by a licensed arch- ji -'-ct and that his name is on th :m in t-iio lower right hand comer. And if Its c'"itvector ders not, then jvv-. • f1-- ; ;-3i, b".vn r. Igg to stand

on, and if this is the case, the contractor can tell Reimer, when he comes around to any of his jobs, to go to hell.

Reimer does not have the right to know that contractor is doing the work. And if he sticks his nosein as 
[Cont. on page A-3]
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